Can I sit more upright on my Catrike?

- There are four Catrike models with an adjustable backrest (Look for seat angle ranges in technical specs). The Dumont, 5.5.9, Trail and Villager all have an adjustable seat back with four seating positions for more upright or more reclined seating positions.

The seat back settings for each adjustable Catrike model are carefully designed and engineered to give the rider the most comfortable position and most efficient performance while riding their Catrike.

Attempting to create a more upright seating position may limit the hip range of motion and negatively affect the performance of your trike. If you need a more upright position for medical reasons, we recommend using a small pillow or foam wedge to create your preferred seating position.

Catrike cannot guarantee the performance of your trike when after-market parts or components are installed. Some modifications may affect the manufacturer’s warranty.